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Farming: becoming self-sufficient through Mini Farming for Beginners Today's world is one that has

become awakened to the changing nature of food cultivation and supply. Gone are the days when

the fruits and vegetables that made it to our plates were sources of vitamins and minerals; today's

fresh produces are instead the results of experiments of genetically engineered fresh produce. The

food that we rely on as sustenance for our development is actually giving us little or no nutritional

benefit. In order to combat this unhealthy practice of food consumption people around the world

have slowly begum relying on themselves as skilled farmers. The process of goring and cultivating

one's own food has been a part of history. Today we are learning exactly how useful rearing your

own crop and meat was. Setting up own mini farm is a process that may take up time and effort, but

reaps huge rewards in the long run. By using a small patch of land and determining what produce

you'd like to find in your backyard, you can start your own little green patch of health and nutrition.

This book aims to show you how you can turn an uncultivated yet perfectly healthy land in your

vicinity into a fully-functioning and thriving independent farm, built to suit your needs. What You'll

Learn from "Mini Farming For Beginners" Why you should take up mini farming Set up your own

mini farm Land Equipment Fertilizers Plant journal Help from others Getting down to business

Preparing the soil Safeguard your seeds It's time to plant those babies! Maintenance is key Reaping

the fruit of your labor Growing fruit Growing herbs and spices Growing nut trees Mini farms for

poultry
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I tried a sample, and will NOT be buying this book! Every publisher tells you to have a professional

editor go through your work before you publish, and this author clearly did not do so. He used

"pants" when he meant to say "plants," and there was at least one other glaringly incorrect word in

the sample. He changed tense from "did" to "do" in the same sentence, spelled "the" as "ht" all in

the sample! There is no indication in the sample that he will answer the questions he asks at the

start, and 29 pages is clearly not enough space in which to do so. Don't waste your money on this

drivel. If he doesn't respect the reader enough to have his book properly edited, he doesn't deserve

my business, or yours!

I was disappointed a bit, as the book didn't go into a whole lot of detail. It seemed like the author

was just giving casual advice, without good organization of the content. Not really worth even the

discount price in my opinion, as more detailed info can be readily found online for free.

There is very little valuable information in this ebook. There is no editing, which leads to confusion of

what was actually intended by the author. I feel like it is a poorly spelled free pamphlet.

This book taught me a lot about how to start mini farming. It is well written and has lots of useful

information included. I have already put some of the ideas in this book into place. I recommend this

book.

Bought it expecting actual gardening tips. Not someone's opinion. Silly me buying a book on mini

farming and wanting to get useful information. Highly disappointed.

I thought that this was a good book and found it to be interesting and informative. There are quite a

bit of errors that I noticed, but it doesn't take away from the value of the book and doesn't make it

hard to read (I'm assuming just that auto correct changed some of the words). Overall I think that

the book is put together pretty well

Nothing useful as a primer. A small how to would have been helpful.

My fault for not noticing how short this book was before paying $3.99 for it. I thought it was going to

be a how-to book like I would get from Mother Earth . Instead it was a broad stroke overview of what



might constitute a mini (micro?) farm. I felt short changed... This was .99 worth of broad stroke

info...NOT worth the $3.99 I paid.
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